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Disclaimer
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be subject to future amendment.
No warranty or guarantee, express, implied, or statutory is made as to the accuracy, reliability,
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To be effective, gully stabilisation planning and design must give appropriate consideration to
the site conditions, and the knowledge gained from past work activities in similar conditions.
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not guarantee:
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Purpose of this field guide
This field guide has been prepared specifically to:


educate readers on the management of gully erosion



introduce readers to the different types of gully erosion that can occur in different locations
of a farm, and different regions of Australia



discuss how the treatment of gully erosion can vary according to its location.

This field guide has been prepared based on the assumption that regular users of the document
will jump from section to section extracting the specific information they need. Readers that
attempt to read the document from cover to cover should expect to find some repetition of key
issues.
The photos presented within this document are intended to represent the current topic of
discussion. These photos are presented for the purpose of depicting either a preferred or
discouraged outcome (as the case may be). In some cases the photos may not represent
current best practice, but are simply the best photos available to the author at the time.
The caption and/or associated discussion should not imply that the site shown within the
photograph represents either good or bad land management practice. The circumstances, site
conditions and history of each site are not known, and may not be directly relevant to the current
discussion. This means that there may be a completely valid site-specific reason why the
designer chose the gully treatment depicted within the photo.

About the author
Grant Witheridge is a civil engineer with both Bachelor and Masters degrees from the University
of NSW (UNSW). He has some 40 years experience in the fields of hydraulics, creek
engineering and erosion & sediment control, during which time he has worked for a variety of
Federal, state, local government and private organisations.
He commenced his career at the UNSW Water Research Laboratory operating physical flood
models of river floodplains. He later worked for Brisbane City Council on creek engineering and
stormwater management issues. He currently works through his own company Catchments and
Creeks Pty Ltd.
Grant has authored over 40 documents, including three editions of the Queensland Urban
Drainage Manual (2007, 2013 & 2016); Brisbane City Council’s Natural Channel Design and
Creek Erosion guidelines (1997 & 2000); the IECA’s Best Practice Erosion & Sediment Control
documents (2008), and various fish passage guidelines.

Introduction
Part 1 of this field guide discusses the likely causes of gully erosion and provides guidance on
the short-listing of potential treatment techniques.
Part 2 of the field guide provides design information on various gully head and gully floor
treatment techniques.
Part 3 of the field guide provides design information on:


gully bank treatment techniques



gully revegetation, and



land management practices.
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An introduction to Chapter 12 – Bank stabilisation
Introduction


If it is not practical to backfill or re-profile
the entire gully (which is normally the
case), then the next best option is to
stabilise the gully in its current condition.



Stabilising the gully head, banks and gully
floor can be very expensive if the gully is
substantial in size, but may be economical
if the gully has only recently formed.



Full gully stabilisation is usually not
feasible in arid and semi-arid regions,
unless the gully has only recently formed.

Gully revegetation (Qld)
Stabilisation of the gully banks


Stabilisation of the gully banks can utilise
the following techniques:
 hand seeding / hand planting
 hydro-seeding (applies just seed)
 hydro-mulching (seed and mulch)
 brushing (a source of native seed).



Banks must be battered to a stable slope.



If the banks contain a dispersive soil, then
a layer of non-dispersive soil must be
placed over the dispersive soil before
revegetation.

Hydro-mulching (Qld)

Specialised techniques used to aid bank
revegetation


Various techniques can be used to aid
bank revegetation, including:
 Erosion control blankets (used to
protect soils from raindrop impact and
excessive surface flows).
 Geo logs (used to help retain mulch on
steep slopes).
 Stiff grasses, e.g. Lomandra and
Vetiver grass, which can be used to
stabilise sandy or slaking soils.

Channel revegetation (Qld)
Stabilisation of lateral inflow points


If there are locations along the banks
where concentrated flows enter the gully,
then stabilised batter chutes need to be
constructed.



Batter chute designs include:
 commercial batter chutes
 grass or reinforced grass chutes
 rock or grouted rock chutes
 gabion or rock mattress chutes
 tyre chutes filled with soil (vegetated) or
rocks.

Rock-stabilised lateral inflow point (Qld)
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An introduction to Chapter 13 – Gully revegetation
Introduction
As a civil engineer, the author is not trained in
bush regeneration or site revegetation, so it is
likely that many readers will have superior
knowledge to the author in many aspects of
this discussion.


For a motor mechanic, if the engine
doesn’t start, then you need to check:
 fuel flow
 air flow
 compression in the cylinders
 existence and timing of the spark.



For a farmer, if a plant doesn’t grow to the
standard that they expect, then they need
to check:
 soil nutrients (food supply)
 soil pH (food availability)
 soil trace elements, microbe content
and worm density (soil health and food
availability)
 soil compaction
 water, light and heat supply.



For a gully rehabilitation project, if the
plant cover does not help to adequately
stabilise the gully, then you need to check:
 Soil dispersion potential (The ability
of the clay content of the soil to turn into
a fluid when water is added, and then
for the clay to simply wash away)
 The ‘right’ plant has been placed in
the ‘right’ location (Should the area
contain a tree, shrub or ground cover?)
 Soil nutrients (Food supply)
 Soil pH (Food availability)
 Soil trace elements, microbe content
and worm density (Soil health and
food availability)
 Water supply and water retention (Is
the bank gradient drawing water away
from the plants? Is the bank so steep
that rainwater does not have time to
infiltrate into the soil? Is there excessive
water evaporation from the soil
surface?)
 Light and heat supply (Are the plants
in permanent shade caused by the
northern bank? Are the plants in partshade doing better or worse than the
plants in full sun?).



This chapter will discuss the best types of
plants to control bank slumping, bank
scour, and the erosion of a dispersive soil.

A tree fighting to survive severe erosion
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An introduction to Chapter 14 – Land management
Introduction


Most readers will be using this document
in circumstances where gully erosion
already exists on their property.



After spending significant time and
resources to stabilise the current erosion
problems, it is only natural to consider how
farm management practices can be
changed to reduce the risk of generating
new erosion problems.

Gully erosion and riparian vegetation (SA)
Management of riparian zones


Riparian vegetation can provide several
benefits to a gully, including:
 stabilisation of gully banks
 fauna habitat
 a source of food for local fauna
 connectivity of fauna movement
corridors
 filtering of lateral (stormwater) inflows—
it is difficult to ‘filter’ the concentrated
inflows that occur at the gully head.

Fencing of riparian zone (Qld)
Managing live stock and fencing


Many guidelines call for the fencing of
gullies in order to control livestock
movement and overgrazing.



However, such recommendations are not
without their problems, including:
 the undesirable redirection of
stormwater runoff along fence lines
 gully erosion along fence lines
 increased cost of fence replacement
following wild fires.

Fencing of riparian zone (SA)
Managing access tracks

Recessed roadway (SA)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



Over time, traffic will crush the upper soil
layer of a dirt track generating significant
quantities of fine silt and clay.



Winds and traffic can remove this fine soil
matter from the road as ‘dust’.



Over an extended period of time the road
can lose a significant volume of soil, and
maintenance grading can cause the road
to slowly ‘sink’ into the landscape.



Eventually grading beyond the dirt track
must occur in order to return favourable
land contours to the area.
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12. Gully Bank Stabilisation
Techniques
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Introduction
Introduction


Gully banks are generally very steep, if not
near-vertical—this means gully banks are
generally unstable.



Even though the stabilisation of the gully
head and floor normally takes priority,
bank stabilisation is still important.



Some gully banks can stabilise
themselves naturally through a process of
bank slumping, but if the exposed soil is
dispersive, then this process can itself
become unstable.

Unstable gully bank (Qld)
Bank undercutting


Bank undercutting is common in gullies
because the depth of flow within the gully
is normally significantly less that the height
of the banks (but not always).



Toe protection techniques (Section 12.9)
can be used to stabilise the bank.

Undercutting of gully bank (Qld)
Bank slumping


Bank slumping in gullies is normally a
consequence of bank undercutting.



Toe protection techniques can be used to
reduce the risk of undercutting.



Other techniques include:
 battering the banks
 benching the banks
 toe protection, including pile fields.

Bank slump (Qld)
Raindrop impact erosion




If the gully banks have a stable slope, and
bank undercutting is not occurring, there is
still the risk of raindrop impact erosion,
especially if the exposed soil is dispersive,
or has slaking properties.
Treatment options include:
 cover the banks with non-dispersive soil
 trim the banks of soil, treat this soil with
gypsum and/or lime (according to pH),
then replace this treated soil
 and finally bank revegetation.

Fluting erosion on a gully bank (Qld)
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12.1 Battering and revegetation

Introduction


Battering and revegetating a gully bank is
one of the most common treatment
techniques.



As simple as this technique sounds, there
are a few technical issues, including:
 the required bank slope
 the type of toe protection
 the type and location of plants
 the possible retention of any existing
trees.

Revegetated bank with toe protection (Qld)

Gully bank battering and revegetation (Qld)
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Battering and revegetation
Bank gradient


Unlike creeks, where flows can regularly
reach the top-of-bank, in a gully the upper
portions of the gully banks may never
experience stream flow (only lateral
stormwater inflows).



This means gully banks can generally be
much steeper than most stable creek
banks, provided:
 the exposed soil is not dispersive
 the steep bank does not cause
excessive shading of the gully.

Steep vegetated gully banks (Qld)
Safety concerns for revegetation personnel


Worker safety issues can exist on steep
bank slopes if:
 the slope is steeper than 1 in 2
 the bank height is greater than 1.5 m.



These safety issues can be reduced by:
 adding 1 m wide safety berms every 1.5
vertical metres up the slope
 taking note of recommendations from
revegetation experts.

Planting a steep creek bank (Qld)
Toe protection


Additional toe protection is usually
required if a new bank has been created.



This erosion protection reduces the risk of:
 damage/undercutting of recently
established vegetation
 undercutting of the bank.



Options include:
 geo logs
 rock
 pile field (large projects).

Rock protection of the lower bank (Qld)
Dumping of loose soil


Bank repairs should not consist of loose
soil simply being left uncompacted on the
gully banks.



However, unlike in waterways, for gully
repair there is very little legislation
covering such work activities.



In some states such soil dumping is a
breach of the General Environmental Duty
as it places sediment in a position where it
could be washed into a gutter, drain or
water body—check your state’s legislation.

Unlawful dumping of earth fill
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Battering and revegetation – Case studies

Site 1 in 1998 (Qld)

Site 1 in 2012 (Qld)

Site 2 before rehabilitation (Qld)

Site 2 during rehabilitation (Qld)

Site 3 before rehabilitation (Qld)

Site 3 during rehabilitation (Qld)

Site 4 before rehabilitation (Vic)

Site 4 after rehabilitation (Vic)
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12.2 Benching

Description


This treatment technique involves
reshaping the bank to introduce either:
 a safety berm to improve safety during
bank revegetation and creek
maintenance
 a temporary vehicle access bench to
facilitate construction access
 a maintenance berm to provide
permanent maintenance access.



Benching the bank can also improve
safety conditions and bank stability.

Benched gully bank (NSW)

Benching of a creek bank to form a maintenance berm (Qld)
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Benching
Width of a bench


Width of a bench/berm is typically:
 1.5 m for safety berms
 3.0 to 3.5 m for construction access
 4.5 m for maintenance berms.



In most cases the width of the bench will
be determined by the track width of the
construction vehicles / farm equipment.

Benching of an urban creek bank (Qld)
Elevation of a bench


It is typical for benches to be located at
approximately mid-bank height.



Safety berms (useful during bank
revegetation and maintenance) are
normally located at mid-bank height.

Low-level river bench (SA)
Bank slopes above and below the bench


If the bank is located on the inside of a
channel bend, then it is not unreasonable
for the bank below the bench to have a
flatter gradient than the upper bank.



If the bank is located on the outside of a
channel bend, then it is not uncommon for
the bank below the bench to be steeper
than the upper bank, as well as being
reinforced with vegetated rock.

Steep, lower bank on outside of a bend
Use of benching as a side track


In very deep gullies, benches can be used
as access pathways, including
maintenance access.

Maintenance berm (Qld)
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12.3 Brushing

Description


Brushwood banking (or brushing) is a
temporary toe protection system that is
likely to survive long enough to allow good
growth of newly established bank
vegetation.



Locally-obtained brushwood is anchored
to the toe of the bank with the aid of firmlydriven posts and/or wire ties.

Brushwood bank stabilisation (Qld)

Brushwood bank stabilisation (Qld)
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Brushwood bank stabilisation
Use of brushwood as toe protection


Brushwood can be used to form temporary
scour protection for the toe of a gully bank.



Brushing is typically placed along the
outside of channel bends to a height of
around 1 metre.



The anchor posts can be designed to act
like a minor pile field, thus requiring the
piles to stay in place after the brushwood
has decayed.

Brushwood toe protection
Integration of brushwood into gabions


Dead and live plant cuttings can be
introduced into the construction of some
retaining walls (e.g. gabions, crib walls).



Known as ‘bioegineering’, live staking,
willowing, and various other titles, these
techniques are common in countries
where native plants can be easily grown
from cuttings.



This technique can be integrated into a
variety of bank repair options.

Live staking
Use of brushing to spread native seed


Brushing can also be applied to overbank
areas with the aim of encouraging native
plants to germinate from the brushwood.



The brushing is also used as a form of
‘erosion control blanket’ to control raindrop
impact erosion during site revegetation.

Brushing of overbank area (Qld)
Potential long-term erosion problems


It is important to remember that
brushwood banks are only temporary, and
eventually the brushwood will decay.



If effective toe vegetation has not
established along the gully bank, then the
eventual failure of the brushwood will likely
initiate toe scour and/or bank undercutting.

Potential long-term toe scour
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12.4 Catch fencing

Description


Catch fencing is mostly formed from wire
mesh, but log terracing can also be used.



This is a revegetation option that aims to
achieve the following outcomes:
 retention of loose mulch on steep banks
 slowing the velocity of stormwater
runoff passing down gully banks in
order to increase water infiltration, thus
aiding the establishment of vegetation

Catch fencing (USA)

 improving the safety of revegetation
personnel working on steep banks.

Bank revegetation with the aid of wire mesh catch fencing
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12.5 Erosion control blankets

Description


Erosion control blankets are a part of the
family of Rolled Erosion Control Products
(RECPs), which are used to temporarily
increase the scour resistance of soils.



On their own, erosion control blankets are
not a solution to an erosion problem,
instead these products are used in
association with site revegetation.



The term ‘synthetic blankets’ is normally
associated only with the plastic reinforced
blankets.

Jute mesh (Qld)

Biodegradable ‘jute’ erosion control blankets on a revegetation site (SA)
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Erosion control mats, blankets and mesh
Jute or coir mesh


A ‘mesh’ is an open weave blanket made
from rope-like strands such as hessian
(jute) or coir rope (coconut fibre).



It has a design life of around 12 to 24
months.



Jute mesh can be anchored with pegs,
staples or rocks.

Jute mesh
Biodegradable mats and blankets


Organic-based blankets have low shear
strength, and thus a low allowable flow
velocity.



Jute blankets have a service life similar to
that of a hessian bag placed on the
ground (i.e. approximately 3 months).



Coir blankets have a service life similar to
that of a domestic coir doormat that has
been placed directly on the ground.

Jute blanket
Temporary erosion control mats


Some temporary erosion control mats
contain an organic mulch reinforced with a
synthetic mesh that will eventually break
down under direct sunlight.



These mats provide temporary scour
protection in low & medium velocity areas.



Caution should be taken when using any
synthetic reinforced mats in bushland
areas as ground dwelling animals, such as
lizards, snakes, and granivorous (seedeating) birds, can become tangled in the
fine netting.

Temporary erosion control mat

Hydraulically-applied blankets


Hydraulically-applied blankets include:
 hydro-seeding
 hydro-mulching
 compost blankets



Hydraulically-applied blankets:
 contain a mix of mulch, site-specific
seed, and fertiliser
 can be applied to gully banks that
already contain some vegetation
 can be applied to very steep banks.

Hydraulically-applied blanket (Qld)
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Blanket anchorage systems
Timber pegs and stakes


Short timber pegs can be used in a wide
variety of soils.



Stakes are typically used to anchor turf
placed in areas likely to experience highvelocity flows soon after turf placement.



They can also be used to anchor erosion
control blankets, especially if storms or
strong winds are imminent.

Timber stakes
Metal staples


Metal staples/pins are best used on firm to
hard (compacted) clayey soils.



Anchorage of these pins is partially by
friction, and partially through the rusting of
the pins; therefore, conditions must exist
that will allow the pins to rust.



Initially (i.e. prior to the pins rusting) metal
pins provide only marginal anchorage, and
as such, erosion control blankets can be
displaced by strong winds unless also
anchored by rocks, sandbags or tree
debris.

Metal staples

Barbed plastic pins


Barbed plastic pins are best used in soft to
firm clayey soils, but generally not very
sandy soils.



They can be difficult to use if the soil is
heavily compacted or natural (i.e.
undisturbed).



Care must be taken when used to anchor
a ‘mesh’ to ensure the pin adequately
captures or twists around the mesh.

Barbed plastic pins
Rock anchors


Rock can be used as a supplementary
anchorage system for erosion control
blankets.

Jute mesh with additional rock anchors
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12.6 Geo logs

Description


Geo logs are a common component of site
revegetation.



These logs can be made from jute or coir
(coconut fibre).



Coir generally has a longer working life.



Geo logs can be used to:
 control stormwater movement down
gully banks
 protect recently planted ‘toe’ vegetation
from being disturbed by minor flows.

Geo log (NSW)

Geo logs installed at a bank revegetation project (Qld)
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Geo logs
Use of geo logs for toe protection


Temporary scour control can be provided
to the toe of a gully bank through the use
of geo logs anchored (staked) in good
contact with the base of the bank.



Geo logs should be actively planted so
that as they decay, the gully bank remains
stable (i.e. vegetation replaces the geo
logs).



The spacing of the anchoring stakes is
normally around 1 metre, but should not
exceed 1.5 metres.

Geo log toe protection (Qld)
Use of geo logs to retain mulch and help
infiltrate rainwater


When placed on gully banks, geo logs can
be used to:
 control the movement of stormwater
runoff, thus reducing the risk of rilling
and lateral bank erosion
 hold mulch on steep slopes
 slow and pool stormwater runoff, thus
increasing water infiltration into the soil.

Geo log bank protection (Qld)
Use of geo logs to divert stormwater runoff
away from newly planted areas


Geo logs can be used as temporary flow
diversion banks to:
 divert stormwater away from unstable
banks during the revegetation phase
 direct stormwater runoff into batter
chutes
 protect newly planted areas from
approaching stormwater runoff.

Geo log flow diversion bank (Qld)
Use of geo logs to control minor flow
velocities


Geo logs can also be used for the
following purposes:
 protect newly established bank and
overbank vegetation from minor flood
flows within shallow gullies
 as a form of ‘retard fencing’ to control
overbank flow velocities, soil scour, and
sedimentation.

Geo log bank protection (Qld)
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Geo logs – The hydraulic properties of steep slopes
The occurrence of stormwater runoff


Some documents claim that stormwater
runoff occurs only when the ground has
become saturated, but this is not the case.



Stormwater runoff occurs whenever the
rate of rainfall exceeds the infiltration rate
of the soil; and this infiltration rate varies
according to:
 the type of groundcover
 the slope of the soil, and
 the current degree of soil wetness.

The occurrence of stormwater runoff
Natural supply of water to plants growing
on steep slopes


One of the problems faced by plants that
grow on steep slopes is the potential lack
of stormwater infiltration into the soil,
especially after the slope has been burnt
(which can remove the mulch & leaf litter).



As the land slope increases, it becomes
harder for rainwater to infiltrate the soil
before it turns into stormwater runoff,
which means plants may need to rely on
the water being supplied through
groundwater movement down the slope.

Water movement on steep slopes

Water supply problems experienced by
plants near the edge of a bank


Gully banks are different from hill slopes
because there is usually only limited
groundwater movement down the face of
the bank.



During dry weather, groundwater can
become drawn away from the bank edge.



As the slope of the bank increases, it can
become harder for new plants to access
sufficient rainwater or groundwater.

Water movement on creek banks
Benefits provided by retaining bush mulch
on steep slopes


During bank revegetation, geo logs can be
used to:
 capture and hold stormwater on the
banks, thus allowing time for infiltration
 hold loose mulch on steep slopes
 reduce the risk of lateral bank erosion.



The use of geo logs to slow stormwater

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

There is always the risk of concentrated
stormwater spilling around the ends of geo
logs, so their position may need to be
adjusted if bank erosion begins to occur.
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12.7 Rock beaching

Description


Vegetated rock stabilisation involves:
 placement of rocks on the gully bank
 filling all voids with soil during
placement of the rocks
 pocket planting into the rocks in order
to reduce the potential for weed
invasion.



Rock-lined gully (Qld)

The rock should be extended only to the
height considered necessary, thus
allowing the rest of the bank to be planted
with a greater array of species.

Vegetated rock stabilisation of a gully bank (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Vegetated rock stabilisation
Introduction


Rock stabilisation has been one of the
most widely adopted techniques for the
control of bank erosion.



In the past its application has primarily
been in the form of loosely dumped rock
with open voids; however, the practice of
filling the voids with soil and pocket
planting is becoming more common.



The placement of rock within waterways is
discussed in a separate field guide; ‘Use
of Rock in Waterway Engineering’.

Use of Rock in Waterway Engineering
Factors affecting rock size


The factors likely to affect rock size and
rock selection include:
 flow velocity (usually based on bankfull
flow conditions)
 degree of flow turbulence
 bank slope
 rock shape (round or angular)
 rock density
 void condition (open or filled with soil)
 degree and type of vegetation cover.

Gully head erosion (NSW)
Long-term stability of rock-lined banks


Rock-protected gully banks generally
exhibit good long-term stability, especially
if suitable deep-rooted vegetation is
established over the rocks.



In dynamic gullies (i.e. gullies subject to
rapid growth or expansion) rock-lined
banks can fail over the long-term.



Large toe rock may be required if longterm bed lowering (bed erosion) is
expected, especially on the outside of
channel bends.

Vegetated rock protection (Qld)
Waterway maintenance


Maintenance costs are usually related to
the desired aesthetics of the gully.



The control of weed growth can be an
expensive and labour-intensive exercise.



Long-term maintenance is best controlled
through the development of a canopy
cover over the gully for the purpose of
reducing weed growth.

Weed maintenance (Qld)
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Vegetated rock stabilisation – Design issues
Rock type and grading


Fractured rock is generally more stable
than natural rounded stone.



A 36% increase (i.e. K1 = 1.36) in rock
size is recommended for rounded rock.



All rock should be durable and resistant to
weathering.



Neither the breadth nor the thickness of a
given rock should be less than one-third
its length.



Rock placed in gullies is normally in the
size range of 200 mm to 600 mm.

Partial vegetated bank stabilisation (NSW)

Thickness of rock protection


The thickness of the armour layer should
be sufficient to allow at least two overlapping layers of the nominal rock size
(refer to Table 9.6 in Part 2 of this field
guide).



The thickness of rock protection must also
be sufficient to accommodate the largest
rock.



It is noted that increasing the thickness of
the rock placement will not compensate
for the use of undersized rock.

Single layer of rock over filter cloth (black)
Backing material or filter layer


Non-vegetated armour rock must be
placed over a layer of suitably-graded filter
rock, or geotextile filter cloth.



Filter cloth must have sufficient strength,
and must be suitably overlapped, to
withstand the placement of the rock (which
can cause movement of the fabric).



Armour rock that is intended to be
vegetated, subsequent to filling all voids
with soil and pocket planting, will generally
not require the use of a filter layer.

Rock placement over filter cloth (Qld)
Manning’s roughness of vegetated rock


Once the rock stabilisation is vegetated,
the Manning’s roughness of the surface
becomes dominated by the hydraulic
roughness of the vegetation.



If highly flexible plants are used (e.g.
grasses), then the surface can become
relatively smooth.



If woody plants are used, then the
Manning’s roughness should be based on
the vegetation roughness.

Vegetated, rock-stabilised creek bank
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Vegetated rock stabilisation – Gradient of rock stabilised banks
Introduction


The maximum gradient of rock-lined
surfaces depends on:
 how the rocks are placed (dumped from
the back of a truck, individually placed
by a rock grab, or stacked so as to
minimise any individual movement)
 the existing bank slopes upstream and
downstream of the proposed rock work.

Example of ‘placed rock’ (Qld)
Dumped rock


Typical bank gradients for ‘dumped’ rock
are:
 1 in 2 on the outside of channel bends
 1 in 3 on the inside of channel bends.



Wherever practical, bank gradients should
blend well with the existing upstream and
downstream banks, i.e:
 avoid sudden changes in bank slope
 make sure your bank repair fits in with
the rest of the gully.

Dumped rock
Placed rock


‘Placed rock’ means individual rocks are
positioned on the gully bank in a manner
that ensures good stability.



Maximum bank gradient for ‘placed’ rock
is:
 1 in 1 on the inside or outside of a
channel bend.



The desirable bank gradient on the inside
of a channel bend is:
 1 in 2, but probably flatter.

Placed rock on outside of a channel bend
Stacked rock


Steeper banks can be achieved with the
use of stacked rocks (boulders), but the
rocks must sit on a stable bed.



The stability of the boulder wall can be
increased by integrating earth reinforcing
mesh into the design.



Warning; steep, high banks can represent
a safety hazard to revegetation teams and
the public.

Stacked rock retaining wall
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Vegetated rock stabilisation – Hydraulic conditions at channel bends
Design flow velocity


In channels with a smooth uniform crosssection, adopt a design velocity equal to
the calculated average channel velocity.
(i.e. Vdesign = Vaverage)



In an irregular, well-vegetated channel,
adopt a design velocity of two-thirds of the
average channel velocity.
(i.e. Vdesign = 0.67 Vaverage)



On the outside of a significant channel
bend, adopt a design velocity of 133% of
the average channel velocity.
(i.e. Vdesign = 1.33 Vaverage)

Velocity multipliers at channel bends

Height of rock placement on banks


Rock placement usually does not need to
extend to the top of the bank.



In most cases, the upper bank region only
needs to be stabilised with suitable
vegetation.



Full height bank protection may be
required if the bank height is less than 3
metres.



Rock placement on the inside of channel
bends is usually less than on the outside
of the same bend.

Rock placement on a channel bend (Qld)

Height of rock placement around the bend of a major gully
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Sizing rock for bank stabilisation
Equation 12.1 can be used to size rock placed on the banks of waterway channels provided the
bank slope is equal to or less than 1:2 (V:H). A 25% increase in rock size should be applied for
bank slopes of 1:1.5.
A 36% increase in rock size is recommended for rounded rock (i.e. K 1 = 1.36).
Application of Equation 12.1

Equation 12.1



Simplified velocity-based equation suitable
for uniform and non-uniform flow
[1]
conditions



Low channel gradients, So < 5%

d50 

K1. V 2
2 . g.K 2 (sr  1)

(12.1)

K = 1.1 for low-turbulent deep water flow
K = 1.0 for low-turbulent shallow water flow
K = 0.86 for highly turbulent flow (Table 12.1)

Note: Equation 12.1 represents a modification of the equation originally presented by Isbash (1936).

The ‘K’ variable takes into account the degree of flow turbulence. Table 12.1 provides the
recommended K-values for various uniform channel gradients (i.e. straight, uniform crosssectioned channels where a constant flow velocity is achieved). In non-uniform flow a K-value of
1.1 should be used for low-turbulent deep water flow, 1.0 for low-turbulent shallow water flow,
and 0.86 for highly turbulent and/or supercritical flow.
Table 12.1 – Suggested values of ‘K’ for uniform flow conditions
Bed slope (%)

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

K=

1.09

1.01

0.96

0.92

0.89

0.86

0.83

0.80

Flow conditions

Low turbulence ► ► ► ► ► ► ► ► ► Highly turbulent (whitewater)

Note: Tabulated results are applicable to uniform flow conditions, and Manning’s n based on Equation 9.4
(refer to Part 2 of this field guide).

where:
d50 = nominal rock size (diameter) of which 50% (by weight) of the rocks are smaller [m]
2

g = acceleration due to gravity [m/s ]
K = equation constant based on flow conditions
= 1.1 for low-turbulent deep water flow, 1.0 for low-turbulent shallow water flow, and
0.86 for highly turbulent and/or supercritical flow (also refer to Table 12.1)
K1 = correction factor for rock shape
= 1.0 for angular (fractured) rock, 1.36 for rounded rock (i.e. smooth, spherical rock)
So = channel slope [m/m]
sr = specific gravity of rock (e.g. sandstone 2.1–2.4; granite 2.5–3.1, typically 2.6;
limestone 2.6; basalt 2.7–3.2)
V = depth-averaged flow velocity at location of rock [m/s]
Equation 12.1 reduces to the commonly used Equation 12.2 for angular rock based on a rock
specific gravity, sr = 2.6

d50 = 0.04 V 2
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Vegetated rock stabilisation – Establishment of vegetation over rocks
Introduction


The establishment of vegetation over the
rocks provides many benefits including:
 increased stabilisation of the rocks
 improved terrestrial habitat
 improved aesthetics.

Vegetated rock stabilisation of bank (Qld)
Infill soil


Experience has shown that minimal soil is
lost from the rock voids during flood
events.



This image (left) shows a recently planted
bank that experienced a bankfull flow just
weeks after planting—all plants were lost,
but most of the soil remained.



Important: In order to allow proper plant
growth, the infill soil needs to be placed
progressively as the layers of rock are
added to the bank, thus avoiding voids
behind the soil.

Voids filled with soil ready for planting

Planting along the toe of a bank


Wherever practical, vegetation should
extend to the water’s edge (gully floor) to
increase the value and linkage of
terrestrial habitats.



Stiff grasses placed along the toe of a
gully bank can assist in toe stabilisation.



Plants that reach over the water’s edge
can also provide essential shading of the
water, which provides pockets of cool
water suitable for aquatic life (if any).

Planting along the water’s edge (Qld)
Use of erosion control blankets


During plant establishment it may be
necessary to mulch around newly placed
plants to control soil moisture loss.



Covering such areas with a jute mesh can
help to reduce the loss of mulch by wind
and minor flows—but use these blankets
with caution in these circumstances.



It is noted that the complete loss of the
matting during flood events can cause
damage to, or the total loss of, any plants
that protrude from these blankets.

Planted rock covered with jute mesh
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12.8 Stiff grass revegetation

Description


This is a revegetation option that focuses
on the planting of a specific stiff grass in
order to gain the following benefits:
 control bank scour in locations of very
high flow velocity
 stabilisation of deep, sandy soils
 stabilisation of gully banks that face the
risk of shallow bank slumping.



Additional toe protection may be required
(e.g. geo logs or rock).

Mid-growth stage of vetiver grass (Qld)

Bank stabilisation using vetiver grass
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12.9 Toe stabilisation

Description


Toe stabilisation involves the addition of
temporary or permanent scour protection,
and/or slope stability, to the toe of a gully
bank for the purpose of:
 reducing the risk of soil scour
 reducing the risk of damage to new
plants during storm events
 provide the bank with additional stability
in the event of the mass movement of
the adjacent bed material during a
flood.

Pile field toe protection (Qld)

Toe stabilisation using rock (Qld)
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Toe stabilisation
Use of rock


Rock can provide permanent toe
protection within gullies.



The rock size (metres) is based on:
d50 = 0.04 V



2

(12.3)

If rock is also being placed above the toe,
then use the same rock as determined for
the rest of the bank.

Rock toe protection (Qld)
Use of timber logs


Timber logs and fallen limbs have been
used as toe protection on sites where:
 access is limited to bring in large rock
 funding is not available to purchase and
install rock.



It is essential that the logs are well
anchored (tied down).



‘Jute bagging’ can be placed between the
logs and the bank to help establish plants
along the water’s edge (for discussion on
jute bagging, refer to Chapter 13).

Timber log toe protection (Qld)

Alternative toe stabilisation measures


Geo logs can be used as an alternative to
rock stabilisation of the toe.



Geo logs typically provide only temporary
(less than 2-years) protection for the toe.



These temporary protection measures are
only successful if suitable vegetation is
incorporated into, or around, the logs.



It is important to ensure that bank erosion
does not occur behind the logs during
overtopping storm flows.

Geo log toe protection (Qld)
Use of pile fields


Pile-field toe protection typically consists
of one or two rows of timber piles placed
along the toe of the bank.



The required depth of the piles depends
on the expected depth of bed erosion or
lowering during flood events.



Pile fields can also improve bank stability
(at least for a few years), by reducing the
risk of a bank slip.

Pile field toe protection (NSW)
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13. Revegetating Eroded
Landscapes
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Introduction
The importance of vegetation


For many in the industry, the importance
of vegetation cannot be overstated;
however, when it comes to gully
stabilisation, the importance of vegetation
varies significantly from region to region.



In arid regions, vegetation plays a different
role compared to its role in coastal
regions.



In creeks, ‘vegetation’ usually becomes
the dominant factor; however in gullies soil
issues can dominate over the vegetation
until the soil issues are fully resolved.

Gully erosion (SA)

Overland flow (NSW)

Revegetation of the drainage catchment
 Within the drainage catchment, vegetation
can be used to:
 maintain rainwater infiltration
 reduce the risk that hard-setting or
crusting soils will prevent adequate
water infiltration
 slowing stormwater runoff, therefore
reducing the severity of flows
 filtering stormwater pollutants
 reducing the risk of bank slumping
 reducing soil moisture loss from gully
banks.
Revegetation of the gully


Stabilising the gully floor with vegetation is
in most cases a critical step in gully
stabilisation, but this vegetation must work
with any sedimentation processes.



Stabilising the gully banks can reduce the
risk of bank slumping and raindrop impact
erosion.

(It is acknowledged that a gully is considered
to be a new geological feature of a landscape;
therefore you cannot ‘revegetate’ a gully, you
can only vegetate a gully!)
Gully revegetation (Qld)
Integrating vegetation into hard
engineering structures

Vegetated gabion drop structure (Qld)
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Many engineered structures, such as
concrete chutes, don’t integrate well with
vegetation.



However, most of the porous structures,
such as gabions, actually rely on
vegetation for their long-term stability.



Integrating vegetation with hydraulic
structures requires great care to ensure
the vegetation, once fully established,
does not divert flows away from the
intended flow path.
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Understanding the importance of different types of root systems
The function of tree roots


It has been said that:
 ‘Tree roots bind the soil and stop it from
being washed away’



However, the relationship between tree
roots and soil erosion is a bit more
complicated than that.



The following diagrams describe the
interaction between different types of
plants, different types of soils, and
different forms of water erosion.

Container filled with a sandy soil & tree
Tree and shrub roots


Imagine a large ladle filled with:
 coarse sandy soil (but no topsoil)
 with a glue (representing a cohesive
clay) holding the sand grains together,
and this glue in known to be stable, but
workable, when wet
 and a single tree.



If intense rain were to fall on this soil, or
sheet flow were to wash over the surface,
then the root system of the tree would not
be able to control the surface erosion,
which could eventually expose tree roots.

Raindrop impact erosion

Grasses and other ground covers


Imagine the same ladle covered with
grass.



The leafy matting of grass would protect
the soil from raindrop impact erosion, and
the relatively shallow root system would
help anchor the grass and protect the soil
from the effects of flowing water.



However, the ‘structural’ stability of the soil
currently depends on the rigidity of the
ladle (the ladle simulates the strength and
stability of the surrounding soil).

Continuous grass cover
Replacing the ladle with a ‘strainer’


Now imagine if the solid ladle were
replaced with a large spaghetti strainer.



Contained in the strainer is the same:
 sandy soil, and
 a small volume of stable (i.e. nondispersive) clay as a binding agent.



Stable, non-dispersive soil

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

This situation shows that if the clay (which
acts as a soil binder) is stable when wet,
then the overall soil profile is usually
stable, even if minor fissures or cracks
exist within the soil profile.
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Understanding the importance of different types of root systems
The effects of a ‘slaking soil’


Now imagine the spaghetti strainer is filled
with a slaking soil:
 very sandy soil, and
 with a small volume of unstable clay
acting as the binding agent.



The grass is able to protect the soil from
rain drop impact and flowing water, but
because the ‘glue’ (the clay binder) is
unstable when wet, the sand grains are
allowed to fall through the strainer
(simulating the effects of tunnel erosion).

Tunnel erosion in a slaking soil
The effects of a deep, fibrous root system


Now imagine the above situation, only with
the grass being replaced with a similar,
but much deeper fibrous root system, such
as produced by:
 some native grasses (varies from
species to species), or
 vetiver grass (caution: only appropriate
in specific circumstances).



If the root system is deep enough, it can
‘lock-up’ most of the sandy soil, and
reduce the risk of tunnel erosion.

Sandy soil anchored with vetiver grass
The effects of a ‘dispersive soil’


Now imagine the spaghetti strainer is filled
with a dispersive soil:
 2/3 by volume of coarse sand, and
 1/3 unstable (dispersive) clay.



One of the notable differences between
‘slaking soils’ and ‘dispersive soils’ is the
increased volume of clay found in a
dispersive soil.



Another notable difference is the highly
turbid (brown) nature of stormwater runoff
originating from dispersive soils.



If the dispersive clay is allowed to wash
from the soil, then the soil profile will
reduce by the percentage volume of the
dispersive clay contained within the soil.



In the above case, around 30% of the soil
volume could be lost, which can result in:

Dispersive soil (before erosion)

 the formation of large tunnels
 the formation of depressions in the soil
surface
 overall sinking of the soil surface,
resulting in the cracking of adjacent
buildings and infrastructure.
Dispersive soil (after erosion)
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Controlling raindrop impact and surface runoff erosion
The benefits of a surface cover


In simple terms:
 trees and shrubs provide a soil profile
with structural stability
 grasses and mulch protect the soil from
raindrop impact erosion
 layers of non-dispersive soil prevent the
leaching of dispersive clays.



The benefits of mulch and leaf litter

In arid and semi-arid areas, grasses and
organic mulch are often replaced with a
surface layer of natural gravel (rock
mulch).

Mulch washed away by surface runoff


Grasses and other ground covers are very
useful because they can protect soils from
both raindrop erosion and the erosive
effects of overland flow.



Dead grasses can often provide the same
benefits.



Loose organic mulches, however, can
easily be displaced by flowing water.



In some situations, organic mulches can
be replaced with inorganic mulch (gravels
and rocks) as a more stable surface cover.

The effects of flowing water
Anchorage of surface cover


In order to bring long-term stability to a
gully, there needs to be:
 a layer of non-dispersive soil covering
all dispersive or slaking soil
 mulch and/or ground covers protecting
the surface soil
 appropriate anchorage of any loose
mulch (often done by native grasses)
 an appropriate density of trees and
shrubs placed along the edge of the
gully to provide bank stability.

Native grass can anchor loose mulch

Controlling eddies generated by trees and
shrubs

Controlling localised flow turbulence
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In conditions where trees and shrubs are
spaced some distance apart (i.e. not as
dense bushland), surface flows can cause
large scale eddies to be shed from around
the base of trees.



This flow turbulence can cause scour
holes to form downstream of trees.



One way of controlling this form of erosion
is to plant stiff grasses (e.g. Lomandra)
downstream of any isolated trees
subjected to high-velocity surface flows.
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Examples of the erosion processes described within the previous pages
Raindrop impact erosion on an exposed
dispersive soil


Most people underestimate the erosive
power of rainfall.



Raindrop impact erosion can remove clay
particles from the surface of almost any
exposed soil surface (dispersive or nondispersive), loose soil, or heavily
compacted soil.



In this image, the pebble is protecting the
soil beneath it from the effects of raindrop
impact (it also means this land has not
recently experienced overland flow).

Evidence of raindrop impact erosion

Loss of dispersive soil from under recently
established grass


Many publications claim that dispersive
soils have low fertility, and therefore
cannot support the establishment of new
vegetation; however . . .
 some dispersive soils can support good
vegetation growth
 even though soil fertility is usually low
 the real problem is that if a dispersive
soil is directly seeded, the soil will
simply wash away from the roots of the
newly established grass.

Rilling of a recently seeded road batter

Deep rilling of a dispersive soil


Clay particles can be removed from a
dispersive soil in several different ways:
 raindrop splash
 surface runoff removing clay particles
that were previously displaced by
raindrop impact or surface scour
 groundwater carrying clay particles
along fissures and tunnels.


Deep rilling (fluting) of a dispersive soil

In a dispersive or slaking soil, the rills are
normally deeper than they are wide (but
not always).

Scour hole formed downstream of an
isolated floodplain tree


It can be difficult to accept that a simple
tree can not only:
 help to stabilise a gully bank; but
 it can also contribute to the ultimate
failure of the same gully bank.



Knowing what to plant, where to plant it,
and what to plant next to it, can be a
complex issue that can cause confusion
for land holders—the following pages aim
to examine these many issues.

Scour hole downstream of a tree
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Understanding how leafy plants can reduce local flow velocities
Introduction


All plants can help to reduce flow
velocities, but different plants achieve this
outcome in different ways.



Woody plants, such as shrubs and trees,
provide a resistance to the movement of
flood flows, which slows the flow velocity
upstream of the plants.



However, leafy plants, such as stiff
grasses, extract energy from the water,
which slows the flow velocity at the plant,
and immediately downstream of the plant.

The hydraulic effects of flooded Lomandra
Using the mechanics of air flow to better
understanding water flow


One way to understand the impact that
plants have on water flow is to study how
plants interact with air flow (which also
behaves like a ‘fluid’).



If you were to build a windbreak with
densely packed vegetation, then the wind
would not pass through the windbreak, but
would only pass over it.



In this case, there will be no real reduction
in wind speed, just the ‘shadow’ effects.

Air flow for a 100% windbreak
Understanding the effects of a porous
windbreak


If the windbreak is slightly porous, then
some air flow will pass through the trees.



Only when air passes through the trees
can energy be extracted from the air flow,
which results in a reduction in air speed.



The air that passes through the windbreak
fills the air space immediately downwind of
the trees, and this air flow helps to prevent
any back flow of high velocity air resulting
from the air passing over the windbreak.

Air flow for a 70% windbreak
Understanding how stiff grasses can
extract energy from flowing water

Reduced velocity around stiff grasses
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In water flow, shrubs have a tendency to
act like impervious windbreaks, and as a
result they tend to deflect water flow
around the shrub, which can cause
significant turbulence.



In deep water, stiff grasses act like porous
windbreaks, which means they can extract
energy from the water, and thereby reduce
the local flow velocity.



However, in shallow water, stiff grasses
may simply deflect the passing water flow.
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Different plants play different roles in helping to control erosion
Introduction


Plants help to control gully erosion in two
ways:
 their root system can help to anchor the
soil, which is important during floods,
and in the days following a flood (thus
controlling bank slumping)
 the leafy and woody matter above the
ground can help to slow flow velocities,
which reduces the erosion potential
along the gully (thus controlling soil
scour).

Lomandra plant with fibrous root system
Groundcovers (lower storey plants)


Where rapid erosion control is required on
exposed surfaces, crops such as oats
(winter) or millet (summer) can be used to
provide such protection.



Perennial grasses are the key to long-term
erosion control in most gullies.



Indigenous grass species should be given
first consideration.



The use of exotic grasses depends on
how well such species are already
established in the area.

Groundcover plants (NSW)
Shrubs (middle storey plants)


Shrubs and other middle storey plants are
the undervalued plants of our waterways.



Shrubs can contribute significant hydraulic
roughness to a channel (which can
increase flood levels), but this roughness
can also be used to push flows away from
unstable gully banks.



The species that are best suited to riparian
areas are those that have the ability to
bend with the flows, and then quickly
recover or regenerate after a flood.

Riparian shrubs (Qld)
Trees (upper storey or canopy storey)

Trees without mid-storey plants (SA)
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Trees are often credited for doing a lot of
the erosion control work that is actually
performed by shrubs and groundcovers.



Trees are the main soil anchors, they are
the plants that allow gullies to have steep,
but stable banks.



The right trees, planted in the right place,
at the right density, can be a very powerful
force in gully mechanics.



Another important attribute of trees is their
shading ability, which benefits weed
control and water temperatures.
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The ‘right’ plant in the ‘right’ location
Introduction


Gully rehabilitation is not a case of simply
delivering a truck-load of native plants to a
site, then planting them randomly over the
disturbed ground.



Plants play an important role in the
stability and everyday functioning of our
landscapes.



In order to perform these tasks, the right
plant needs to be planted in the right
location, which means following a plan, or
ensuring that the revegetation is
supervised by a suitably trained person.

Site revegetation (Qld)

Planting density (general guide)


An appropriate balance between ground
cover, mid-storey and canopy plants is:
 50% ground cover species
 30% middle storey species
 20% upper storey species.



Plant spacing in non-flood control areas
could be:
 0.5 to 1 m for ground covers
 2 to 4 m for mid-storey plants
 4 to 5 m for upper storey plants.

Site revegetation (Qld)

Desirable characteristics of riparian vegetation

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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The ‘right’ plant in the ‘right’ location
The difference between upper bank and
lower bank plants


Any plant can seed and germinate at
almost any location, but it is the long-term
survival of these plants that determines
their suitability.



The fact that some species are listed for
use in the lower bank region does not
necessarily mean that such plants should
never appear in the upper bank, or
overbank regions.



Planting zones are just an indication of
where certain plants will dominate.

Upper bank region (Qld)

Flexible timbers


For species located within the lower bank
areas, you should be able to bend their
branches without the branches breaking
(within reason).



A ‘simple’ rule is:
 If the branches point to the sky, then
put them up high, if the branches point
to the water, then put them near the
water.



A better rule is to simply follow the advice
of rehabilitation experts!

Flood-damaged shrubs (Qld)

Example of riparian species for the Brisbane region (extracted from a SOWN guideline)
© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting in response to bank scour
Introduction


Bank scour is the direct result of highvelocity flows damaging bank vegetation
and exposing the underlying soil to
erosion.



This type of erosion is common:
 in the lower levels of gully banks
 on the outside of channel bends.

Bank scour (lower bank)
Vegetated rock


The most common treatment of bank
scour is the placement of rock along the
lower bank.



If this rock is left without appropriate
vegetation cover, then the high velocity
flows will once again be attracted to the
gully bank, resulting in further bank scour
immediately downstream of the rock.



Wherever possible, rock-lined gully banks
should be fully vegetated at the time of
rock placement.

Vegetated rock stabilisation (Qld)
Bank scour on the outside of a channel
bend


Rock placement is common on the outside
of channel bends, but if flow velocities are
not excessive, then a fully vegetated
treatment can be applied.



Two types of vegetated solutions exist:
 planting with flexible-timber shrubs
(which aims to push high-velocity
floodwater away from the bank)
 planting a near-monoculture of stiff
grasses (e.g. Lomandra) along the
lower bank.

Shrubby gully bank (Qld)

Dense planting of stiff grasses

Mid-growth stage of vetiver grass (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



Normal mat-forming grasses can perform
well in high-velocity stormwater channels,
but such planting schemes generate very
shallow boundary layer conditions, which
can cause erosion at the base of trees and
shrubs.



Stiff grasses, like Lomandra, can be very
effective as a monoculture in high-velocity
channels.



Stiff grasses, such as Vetiver grass, must
be used with extreme caution around
gullies as these plants can redirect flows.
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Planting in response to bank slumping
Introduction


Bank slumping is a form of ‘mass
movement’, where the gully bank either:
 slides as a shallow layer of soil,
possibly 1 to 2 m deep, down the bank,
usually with vegetation still attached, or
 rotates as a deeper slip-circle bank
failure.



Bank slumping is most common during the
final stages of a flood, and during the days
that follow a flood, while the gully banks
are heavy with saturated groundwater.

Bank slump (Qld)
Bank reshaping and revegetation


Bank slumping often occurs when the
gully banks are cleared of deep-rooted
plants, and covered only in grasses.



Treatment of a bank slump usually
involves reshaping the slumped bank to
form a new bank slope, then applying
appropriate vegetation.



It is typical for plants in the lower bank
region to be different from the species that
dominate the upper bank area.

Bank revegetation
Benching and revegetation


The bank treatment can involve the
reshaping of the bank to form a bench,
then applying appropriate vegetation.



Benching the bank:
 increases the bank stability
 reduces the risk of a major bank slump
if bank undercutting continues to occur.



The bench can be used for:
 pedestrian access
 equipment access.

Benching a gully bank

Fully planting the bench


If the risk of bank slumping remains high,
then the bench can be fully planted.



Planting the bench:
 increases the bank stability
 increases the interlocking of tree roots
 reduces lateral light intrusion into the
riparian zone
 reduces the risk of weed invasion.

Fully-vegetated, benched gully bank

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting in response to bank undercutting
Introduction


Bank undercutting is the result of bank
scour that has concentrated its effects on
the lower bank region.



Initially the upper bank cantilevers over
the lower bank, but eventually the
unstable upper bank collapses (slumps),
and the fully-exposed bank takes on the
appearance of a typical bank slump.



Tree roots are often exposed by the bank
erosion process.

Bank undercutting (Qld)
Vegetated rock


The most common treatment of bank
undercutting is the placement of rock on
the affected lower bank region.



The upper bank is battered back at an
appropriate gradient depending on
whether the bank is on the inside or
outside of a channel bend.

Vegetated rock stabilisation
Variations in upper and lower bank species


The upper bank area should be planted
with deep-rooted species.



Trees planted near the lower bank should
have root systems that can withstand
partial exposure of their root system.



All plants placed near the lower bank
region should have flexible branches.



Stiff grasses, such as Lomandra, work
well in the lower bank area.

Monoculture lower bank planting
Benefits of benching in the control of bank
undercutting


If ongoing toe erosion and/or undercutting
is expected, then benching the bank can
provide the following benefits:
 increased bank stability
 reduced risk of a major bank slump
 delayed disturbance/erosion of the
upper bank area, which allows a longer
establishment period for new
vegetation.

Benching of a gully bank

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting in response to lateral bank erosion
Lateral bank erosion


Lateral bank erosion is a form of bank
erosion that usually results from the
unnatural concentration of stormwater
runoff, and the effects of this runoff spilling
down unstable banks.



Even though it is classified as a form of
bank erosion, it demonstrates many of the
features of bed erosion.



The treatment of lateral bank erosion is
closely linked to the treatment of gully
erosion and dispersive soils.

Lateral bank erosion (SA)
Vegetated batter chutes


The most common treatment of lateral
bank erosion is the construction of a rocklined batter chute.



Most commonly, these rock chutes are
initially formed in a non-vegetated state,
but this usually results in weed invasion.



Ideally, rock chutes should be pocket
planted at the time of construction, but stiff
grasses should only be placed along the
edges of the chute.

Partially-vegetated batter chute (Qld)
Problems associated with the use of stiff
grasses in the treatment of lateral bank
erosion


Stiff grasses, such as Lomandra, work
best when they are operating in deep
water.



In shallow water conditions, such as those
found on a batter chute, stiff grasses begin
to act as solitary plants, rather than as
community plants, and they begin to
deflect passing flows rather than slow
them, which means stormwater runoff may
be forced out of the batter chute.

Stream flows deflected around a Lomandra
Management of dispersive and slaking
soils


Lateral bank erosion commonly occurs in
locations where the subsoils are
dispersive.



If the lateral bank erosion has exposed
some dispersive subsoils, then the overall
treatment of the erosion remains largely
the same; however, the exposed surface
of the dispersive soil must be covered with
a suitable layer of non-dispersive soil prior
to the formation of the batter chute.

Batter chute built with non-dispersive soil
© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting in an area of active bank erosion
Introduction


In cases of active bank erosion, the
treatment options include:
 allow the erosion process to resolve
itself naturally (e.g. in cases where
machinery access cannot be provided
to the bank without causing
unacceptable damage to riparian areas)
 battering and revegetating the eroded
bank, which may require the loss or
modification of some existing
vegetation.

Creek bank stabilisation (Qld)
The use of ‘sacrificial’ plants


Many people cannot accept the concept of
sacrificial plants—the concept of planting
a tree knowing that it may never reach
maturity.



However, if we know that the bank erosion
will be ongoing, then we must accept that
new plants placed near the edge of the
bank will likely be lost, while other plants
located well away from the bank should
have sufficient time to reach maturity (see
over page).

Overbank revegetation (Qld)

Rehabilitating riparian zones adjacent to active bank undercutting

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting in an area of active bank erosion
Introduction


In some cases, the only remaining habitat
and wildlife corridor trees are those that
exist within a narrow riparian strip located
along the edge of the gully bank.



If the eroding bank were to be ‘battered
and revegetated’, then the gully would
lose its wildlife habitat values for a period
of time while new trees are establishing
along the gully.

Existing site conditions
Planting for a future bank condition


The alternative approach to dealing with
the bank erosion is:
 to allow the bank erosion to progress
naturally, and
 to focus on establishing new riparian
vegetation further inland.



Depending on the height and gradient of
the gully bank, some of these new trees
may eventually succumb to the bank
erosion (i.e. sacrificial plants).

Establish new overbank vegetation
Gully expansion finally forms a stable bank
slope


Retaining the existing riparian vegetation
should slow down the progression of the
bank erosion, giving additional time for the
new plants to establish.



It is noted that the final bank slope of
around 1 in 2 (shown in the diagram) is
not absolute, and will vary from location to
location—in some cases a stable bank
slope may never be reached without
human interference.

Effects of ongoing bank erosion
Final stabilisation of the gully bank




Once the gully bank has established a
stable slope, and the root systems of the
new riparian vegetation have penetrated
deep into the bank, the rest of the bank
can be revegetated.
Benching the gully bank at this stage can:
 allow better access for bank
revegetation, and
 increase the stability of the final bank.


Final stabilisation of the eroded bank

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd

Benching is just an option (not
mandatory).
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Planting in high velocity areas – Long stem planting
Introduction


Depending on the plant species and the
environmental conditions:
 an exposed root system may begin to
function as part of the tree’s trunk
system, and
 a buried section of a sapling’s stem
may transform into part of the plant’s
root system (adventitious roots).



Long stem plants make use of the latter
condition, but only for selected species in
appropriate situations.

Exposure of roots by severe bank erosion
Initial growth stage


The benefit of long stem planting is the
enhanced anchorage of the sapling, which
reduces the risk of the young plant being
washed from the soil during a flood.



In order to achieve this enhanced
anchorage, the sapling must be planted
deep into the soil, which means suitable
tubestock need to be prepared:
 grown in 50 mm pots
 grown to a height of 1 metre.

Establishment of long stem saplings
Preparation prior to planting


Branches of the sapling are removed to
encourage the growth of roots.

Pre-planting preparation
Planting of long stem saplings


Holes dug to a depth of 0.8 m.



Fertiliser pellet placed at the rootball.



Placing the rootball deep in the soil allows
these roots to be beyond the competition
zone of other plants (weeds), and closer to
a source of water.



A stake/post can be placed upstream of
the sapling to protect the plant from flood
debris (in addition to staking the plant).

Planting of long stem plant

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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The hydraulic properties of stiff grasses
Mat-forming grasses


Domestic, mat-forming grasses are likely
to fold flat when subjected to significant
surface flows (thus forming a ‘mat’).



These plants act as a ‘community’ and in
doing so can help to control soil scour.

Grasses flattened by floodwater (Qld)
Stiff grasses in deep water


When subjected to deep water flows,
many stiff grasses also begin to act as
community plants, helping to:
 control soil scour
 reduce flow velocities
 help build a thick boundary layer of lowvelocity water adjacent the gully’s bed
and banks.

Lomandra in deep water (Qld)
Stiff grasses in shallow water


When subjected to shallow water flows,
many stiff grasses begin to act as
‘individual plants’, which are likely to
deflect flows rather than slow these flows.



In general, stiff grasses should not be
used on:
 dam and basin spillways
 narrow, high-velocity floodways
 stormwater batter chutes.



However, exceptions do exist if the
hydraulic effects are fully understood.

Lomandra (Qld)
Stiff grasses used as a monoculture

Mass planting of Lomandra (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd



A mass planting of stiff grasses can be an
effective way of dealing with very high flow
velocities; however, ecological values can
be diminished by such landscaping.



The mass planting of stiff grasses can be
useful in the following circumstances:
 high-velocity channels
 lower bank region on the outside of a
channel bend
 around the base of ‘objects’ located in
floodways, such as isolated floodplain
trees.
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Use of vetiver grass in creek and gully engineering
Introduction


Chrysopogon zizanioides is commonly
known as ‘vetiver grass’.



Vetiver grass grows in tall clumps, with
tall, thin, and rather rigid leaves growing to
a height of 2–3 metres, and a root system
that grows to a depth of 2–4 metres.



The plant can survive deep water flow
conditions and temporary submergence.



The most commonly used commercial
genotypes of vetiver are sterile, meaning
the plant can be propagated only by
breaking the clumps.

Vetiver grass (full growth)

Use of vetiver grass as a flow diversion
system


Vetiver grass is one of a few grass-like
plants that can be used to form a
vegetative flow diversion barrier.



Other species could include Callide
Rhodes, Katambara Rhodes or Molasses
can also be used; however, suitability and
weed-potential of each species must be
checked on a case-by-case basis.

Flow diversion barrier (Qld)
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
sandy soils


The very deep, fibrous root system of
vetiver grass means this plant can be
used to stabilise sandy soils that are
subjected to deep water flow conditions.



Vetiver grass is not suitable for shallow
water flow conditions, such as those found
along overland flow paths, or down dam
spillways (by-wash).

Recent planting on a sandy soil bank
Use of vetiver grass in the stabilisation of
gully erosion


Vetiver grass has been used in the
stabilisation of gullies that have formed
within a slaking soil.



Slaking soils are often very sandy, with
minimal clay binder.



Vetiver grass can be used as:
 vegetative sediment traps spaced at
regular intervals along the gully floor
 revegetation of the gully banks.

Gully stabilisation with vetiver grass (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Planting on steep banks – Jute bagging
Jute bagging


In the planting technique known as ‘jute
bagging’, small ‘bags’ are made from thick
jute blankets



These jute bags are then filled with soil
and a single seedling, then pinned to the
exposed gully bank.

Jute bagging (Qld)
Site preparation


The gully bank should first be cleared of
weeds and their roots (as appropriate).



Unlike for the placement of an erosion
control blanket, the bank does not need to
be cleared of surface irregularities.



However, if the bank is likely to be
subjected to strong sunlight that is likely to
cause excessive drying of the soil, then
the bank could be covered with a light
mulch, which could be anchored with a
well-anchored jute mesh—this may
require some further bank preparation.

Weed removal (2005)

Planting


The jute bags are then filled with soil and
a single seedling, then pinned to the bank.



The underside of the jute back must have
good contact with the bank to allow plant
roots to extend (grow) from the jute bag
into the bank.



This technique allows plants to be
established on steep earth banks that are
likely to be subject to occasional storm
flows.

Planting procedure (2005)
Long-term outcomes


As is the case on most gullies, the longterm outcomes depend on:
 site preparation
 plant selection
 initial plant watering and maintenance
 weed control
 ‘luck’ (in regards to storm damage).



Stormwater runoff must be able to infiltrate
the soil within the immediate overbank
area (i.e. no impervious surfaces
immediately adjacent to the gully bank).

Fully established creek bank (2010)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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The use of mulches in riparian areas
A potential source of pollution


Mulch can provide many benefits to gully
rehabilitation; however, it can also be
considered a form of pollution for urban
waterways.



Many urban streams experience
‘eutrophication’ (the enrichment of the
waters by nutrients) often leading to
excessive algal growth.



If the mulch is not adequately anchored,
then it can contribute to these water
quality problems.

Loose mulch applied to a creek bank
Retaining loose mulch on steep banks


The value of mulch during plant
establishment increases in importance as
the bank slope increases; however, the
difficulties of holding the mulch in place
also increase.



Meshes, logs and geo logs can be used to
help retain mulch on steep slopes.

Geo logs used on a steep bank (Qld)
Straw and cane mulch


Straw and sugarcane mulch can be
effective, but steps must be taken to
prevent it from simply being blown or
washed off the soil.

Straw mulch (Qld)
Bush mulch


Bush mulch has the potential to be more
stable than straw mulch, but appropriate
care must still be taken to prevent the
mulch from being washed from the site.



Alternatives include:
 compost blankets
 rock mulching
 erosion control blankets (jute meshes).

Bush mulch (NSW)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Grass seeding techniques
Hydraulically applied seed and mulch


Hydro-seeding is the hydraulic application
of a liquid mixture containing water, seed
and a green dye.



Hydro-seeding does not incorporate mulch
fibres, and consequently poor seed
germination and survival is expected if the
soil surface is allowed to dry under a
strong sun.



Grass cover can be enhanced by covering
the treated area with a straw mulch,
and/or ensuring soil moisture levels are
maintained.

Hydro-seeding

Hydro-seeding

Hydro-seed
Hydro-mulching


Hydro-mulching can be used for grass
establishment and the protection of newly
seeded areas.



Best used on slopes <10% and slopes
with a vertical fall of less than 3 m.



Hydro-mulched surfaces generally have
higher watering requirements than
surfaces treated with straw mulch.



Hydro-mulching

Tackifiers incorporated into the mix are
normally water soluble and thus easily
disturbed by heavy rainfall and
concentrated overland flows.

Hydro-mulching

Hydro-mulch

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Grass seeding techniques
Bonded fibre matrix (BFM)


Bonded fibre matrices are effective for
revegetating steep batters.



Typically it is a highly successful grassing
technique, but it requires strict control of
application rates and choice of tackifier.



Often used in wet environments (e.g. the
tropics during the wet season, and in
drainage channels) due to the use of non
re-wettable tackifiers.

Bonded fibre matrix

Bonded fibre matrix

Bonded fibre matrix
Compost blanket

Seeded compost blanket



Compost blankets are typically used in
association with the revegetation of steep
slopes using grasses and/or woody
species.



Particularly useful if:
 the slope is too steep for the placement
of topsoil
 there is insufficient topsoil, or the
stripped topsoil cannot be used due to
excessive weed content.



Can be expensive, but usually highly
successful.

Compost blanket

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Grass seeding techniques
Straw mulching over seeded soil


Compared to many other forms of grass
seeding, surfaces treated with straw mulch
generally require less water to achieve
seed germination and growth.



Straw mulching can be very useful in rural
and semi-arid areas where water supplies
may be limited, and in urban areas during
periods of water restrictions.



Straw mulches may require the application
of a tackifier to reduce the risk of their
displacement by wind or water, particularly
when applied to steep slopes.

Straw mulching

Straw mulching

Straw-mulched surface
Straw mulching with jute/coir mesh anchor


This technique is desirable along drainage
channels when water supply is limited
(e.g. rural roads) and on waterway banks.



Application: initially water the scarified soil,
then spread grass seed, cover with straw,
anchor the straw with a well-pegged
mesh, and finally apply additional water.



The mulch controls raindrop impact and
reduces water evaporation.



The mesh anchors the mulch preventing
displacement by winds and storm runoff.

Jute mesh and mulch

Jute mesh anchoring loose mulch

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Grass seeding techniques
Fine organic (jute) blankets


Firstly water the scarified soil, then spread
grass seed and cover with a fine blanket,
then lightly roll the blanket to achieve good
contact with the soil, or heavy watering to
achieve the same good soil contact.



This technique can be problematic during
hot weather that can dry the soil and kill
newly-germinated grass seed.



Grass will grow up through the blanket.



This technique will not suppress the
growth of weed seed contained within the
soil.

Fine organic (jute) blanket

Fine jute mat over seeded soil

Fine jute mat
Thick organic (jute) blankets

Thick jute blanket used for weed control

Thick blanket seeded with BFM
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Firstly water the scarified soil, cover with a
thick blanket, lightly roll the blanket to
achieve good contact with the soil, or
heavy watering to achieve the same good
soil contact, then apply a seed/mulch mix.



This technique is preferred when it is
desirable to suppress the growth of weed
seed contained within the soil.



Grass will root down through the blanket.



Warning: this technique requires good
contact between the soil and blanket with
no air pockets.

Grass establishing on a thick blanket
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Grass seeding techniques
Hydro-mulch anchored with jute mesh


This technique can be beneficial along
minor drainage channels, such as table
drains.



Consider the potential benefits of an initial
watering of the scarified soil, then apply
hydro-mulch, cover with jute mesh, apply
a light spray of anionic bitumen, and finally
apply additional water as necessary.



The jute mesh controls soil scour.



The bitumen controls raindrop impact and
reduces water evaporation.

Hydro-mulch and jute mesh

Jute mesh with bitumen seal

Emergent grass cover
Synthetic blankets and mats

Synthetic erosion control blankets

Non UV-stabilised synthetic composite mat
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Erosion control blankets with temporary,
synthetic reinforcing have a low to medium
shear strength.



Temporary (non UV-stabilised) blankets
have a design life generally < 12 months.



Permanent synthetic mats (TRMs) are
typically used in association with
reinforced grass.



The plastic mesh can represent a threat to
wildlife, potentially entrapping animals
such as lizards, snakes and birds—do not
use along waterways.

Non UV-stabilised synthetic composite mat
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14. Land Management Practices
that Minimise the Risk of Gully
Erosion
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Introduction
Reference document


Guidance on land management practices
that aim to reduce the risk of gully erosion
can be found in:
 Gully Erosion – Options for Prevention
and Rehabilitation by John Day and
Bob Shepherd, published by the
Burnett Mary Regional Group, Qld
2019.



Gully Erosion, 2019

Discussion topics include: fencing,
location of stock watering points, farm
dams, dam construction, laneways,
stockyards, property access tracks

Managing the farm to reduce the risk of
gully erosion


Most readers will be using this document
in circumstances where gully erosion
already exists on their property.



After spending significant resources to
stabilise the current erosion problems, it is
only natural to consider how farm
management practices can be changed to
reduce the risk of further erosion.



The focus of this discussion is usually on:
 stormwater management
 stock management and fencing.

Gully erosion (NSW)

Riparian zones


Riparian vegetation can provide several
benefits to a gully, including:
 stability of gully banks
 fauna habitat
 a source of food for local fauna
 connectivity of fauna movement
corridors
 filtering of lateral (stormwater) inflows—
it is difficult to ‘filter’ the concentrated
inflows that occur at the gully head.

Fencing of riparian zone (Qld)
Managing stormwater runoff


Discussion on flow diversion systems is
provided in Chapter 5 (in Part 1).



A controlling factor in the management of
stormwater flows is the farm’s internal
road and access track network.



Over time, most roads and tracks recess
into the ground, which effectively turns
these roadways into drainage channels.



The ‘profile’ of the road/track can have a
major bearing on how stormwater runoff
moves across the farm and into gullies.

Access track (Qld)

© Catchments & Creeks Pty Ltd
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Desirable width of riparian zones
Minimum width of riparian zone


The suggested minimum width of riparian
zones is 5 m measured from the top-ofbank.



In order to filter pollutants from stormwater
inflows (sheet flow runoff) the minimum
width of the combined riparian zone and
grassed floodway is the greater of:
 15 m (minimum)
 5 times the land slope (i.e. 25 m width
for a 5% land slope).

Riparian zone and grassed floodway (Qld)
Minimum riparian width to support bank
stability


Along creek banks, the riparian zone
should extend at least three (3) times the
bank height from the toe of the bank.



Because most gullies don’t experience
bankfull flow, the minimum width of the
riparian zone can be reduced to two (2)
times the bank height.



A 20 metre set-back around an active
gully head may be required to allow for
ongoing erosion, and to encompass
erosion-prone areas such as scalds.

Minimum width based on bank stability

Planting density


An appropriate balance between ground
cover, mid-storey and canopy plants is:
 50% ground cover species
 30% middle storey species
 20% upper storey (canopy) species.



The spacing of plants in non-flood control
areas could be:
 0.5 to 1 m for ground covers
 2 to 4 m for mid-storey plants
 4 to 5 m for upper storey plants.

Tree planting (Qld)
Tree planting on steep, high, gully banks

Slip circle bank failure
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Large trees can add significant weight to a
gully bank.



Even though the tree’s root system can
provide significant anchorage, if the tree is
isolated from other trees, then in the days
following a large flood, the weight of the
tree can help trigger a bank slump.



However, the risk of such bank slumping
is low, and should not dominate the design
of riparian zones; instead, this should be
considered just one of the issues
considered.
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Stock management
Introduction


Livestock may need to access a gully:
 to access the water, or
 to cross the gully if the gully is long, and
teproperty extends on both sides of the
gully.

Stock in and around a gully (Qld)
Bank erosion issues


The rutting of creek banks as a result of
livestock entering the gully can either turn
into a major erosion problem, or a minor
issue that needs no further treatment.



There are two factors that can turn such
erosion into a major problem:
 whether or not the rutting exposes a
dispersive subsoil
 whether or not stormwater runoff from
the adjacent floodplain is allowed to
flow down these ruts.

Bank erosion at stock access point (Qld)
Stabilised access points


Livestock access points can be stabilised
using one or more of the following steps:
 stormwater runoff is diverted away from
the access point, either by cutting a
diversion drain, or by forming a
compacted earth mound across the top
of the access ramp
 covering any dispersive subsoil with a
thick layer of non-dispersive soil
 covering the ramp with a soil-gravel
mix, and then grassing the surface.

Stabilised stock access ramp (Qld)
Interaction between fencing and cattle

Fencing the gully head
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Fencing off a gully in a triangle with the
apex above the gully head can result in
cattle pads that divert water away from the
gully head.



Such fencing/drainage relies on land
levels at the apex being at least 0.3 m
higher (to allow for cattle pad scour) than
land levels at the points where flows are
required to spill from the cattle pads into
the gully.



Of course, such fencing is not always
practical, and common sense should rule.
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Fencing
Introduction


Many guidelines call for the fencing of
gullies in order to control livestock
movement and overgrazing.



However, such recommendations are not
without their problems, including:
 the undesirable redirection of
stormwater runoff along fence lines
 gully erosion along fence lines
 increased cost of fence replacement
following wild fires.

Fencing of riparian zone (SA)
The redirection of stormwater runoff


When riparian zones are fenced, it is
typical for the density of the grasses on
the gully side of the fence to be greater
than on the paddock side of the fence.



This change in hydraulic roughness can
cause stormwater runoff to be redirected
along the fence, which causes the storm
water to now move as ‘concentrated flow’.



However, this redirection of runoff does
not always occur, and if it does, it usually
occurs only during major storms.

Fencing of riparian zone (Qld)
Gully erosion along fence lines


If high-velocity, concentrated flows travel
along a fence line, then soil erosion can
occur around the base of each post:
 which can cause a localised loss of
grass cover
 which can expose the soil resulting in
the formation of a gully
 which, if it exposes a dispersive subsoil,
can quickly form a major gully erosion
problem that will be expensive and
difficult to repair (photo left).

Gully erosion along a fence line (Qld)
Designing fence lines adjacent to a gully


If a property has a history of stormwater
runoff being diverted along its fence lines,
then the fencing of riparian zones should
aim to:
 zigzag the fence such that regular low
points are formed along the fence that
will force the stormwater to be released
from the fence line at as many ‘safe’
locations as is possible, and

Managing stormwater runoff into gully
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 ensure that stormwater is only released
at locations where lateral bank erosion
is unlikely to occur.
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Stormwater management through the riparian zone
Introduction


Stormwater runoff can contribute to bank
erosion in three ways:
 initiating and/or aggravating lateral
bank erosion
 initiating and/or aggravating tunnel
erosion problems
 aggravating soil erosion along
pedestrian or livestock access tracks.

Potential cause of lateral bank erosion

Note: this field guide addresses only erosion
problems, and does not address stormwater
quality issues.
Controlling lateral bank erosion


The potential for lateral bank erosion can
be reduced by:
 controlling the locations where
stormwater runoff enters the creek
 constructing stabilised batter chutes to
carry stormwater safely down the face
of creek banks.



Batter chutes can be stabilised with grass,
rock, rock mattress, and stiff grass chutes
(refer to Chapter 12).

Stormwater-induced lateral bank erosion
Controlling tunnel erosion


The potential for tunnel erosion can be
reduced by:
 diverting stormwater away from existing
tunnel erosion
 constructing stabilised batter chutes
that are capped with a 300 mm thick
layer of non-dispersive soil prior to
revegetation.



The management of tunnel erosion is
briefly discussed in Chapter 4 (in Part 1).

Tunnel erosion adjacent a creek (Qld)
Controlling stormwater movement along
access tracks


The potential for soil scour along access
tracks can be reduced by:
 diverting stormwater away from these
tracks
 establishing well-drained ‘low points’
along these tracks to force stormwater
to exit the track at regular intervals
 stabilising livestock access tracks with
a rock-soil-grass surface to increase
the wear resistance of the track.

Pedestrian access to a creek (Qld)
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Stormwater management through cropping land
Effects of designing a drainage system to
manage only ‘minor’ storm flows


Traditionally it has been the practice to
construct intermediate drainage paths on
relatively flat cropping land perpendicular
to the access roads.



Such drainage layouts can be problematic
during ‘major’ storms when the overland
flow tends to return to the original valley
invert.

Typical drainage layout in cropping land
Drainage systems


Farm drainage systems should consist of
three levels of drainage:
 subsoil drainage (a natural process) to
control soil moisture content during
extended periods of rainfall
 a ‘minor’ storm drainage system to
control the movement of stormwater
runoff along furrows and table drains
 a ‘major’ storm drainage system to
minimise land and crop damage during
these infrequent storms.

Flow path of minor storms
Drainage conditions during a ‘major’ storm


If the ‘minor’ drainage system does not
follow the natural drainage depressions of
the valley, then the runoff from major
storms will breach these constructed
drains and return to its natural drainage
path.



Typically this means that stormwater
runoff from major storms will reclaim old
creek beds and drainage lines.

Flow path of major storms
Post storm gully erosion evident within
cropping land


The image shown left indicates the typical
extent of damage done to cropping land
during a major storm.

Discussion continues over the page.

Resulting erosion from a major storm
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Stormwater management through cropping land
Drainage system designed for both minor
and major storms


Best practice stormwater management
requires formal overland flow paths to
follow natural drainage depressions.



These drainage paths can be either:
 drainage lines passing through the
cropping land, or
 access roads surrounding the cropping
land.

Preferred drainage layout
Additional drainage installed to reduce
minor gully erosion along access tracks


If gully erosion appears along the access
roads, then intermediate relief drains can
be introduced to reduce the volume of
water passing down the tracks.



The use and positioning of relief drains will
depend on the alignment of the furrow
drainage system.

Use of relief drains
Example of a complex drainage system


Ideally, the positioning of relief drains
should be determined as part of a master
drainage plan for the farm.



However, a ‘Watch and Act’ approach is
usually all that is needed.

Example of relief drains
Master drainage plans


Master drainage planning should also
identify the retention and protection of
existing waterways and wetlands.

Retention of natural flow paths
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Access tracks
Property access tracks


The best location for a track, whether
formed or not, is along or close to the top
of the main ridges, or along a spur ridge.



By having the track on the ridge, it will
accumulate less water and dry out faster
after rain.



Tracks that climb a hill slope by slowly
circling the hill will result in all the
stormwater runoff eventually passing
down the roadway—a bad outcome.

Sealed access track (Qld)
Alignment of access tracks


Driving directly up and down a slope may
at first appear to be the wrong approach,
but such tracks collect less runoff, even
though flow velocities are high.



If a track needs to cross a slope, then
ensure there are regular ‘low points’ that
will encourage water to leave the track at
appropriate intervals and at appropriate
locations.

Access track (USA)
Cross drainage (whoa-boys)


Whoa-boys can be used to direct water
across a road at key locations.



A whoa-boy is a low, trafficable bank
designed to intercept and direct road
runoff across a track or dirt road.



Normally constructed from earth and
gravel bank, but may be sealed.



Whoa-boys can also be used on eroding
cattle tracks and small gullies up to 0.5 m
deep to reduce the rate of erosion.

Whoa-boy on an access track (USA)
Cross drainage structures


Wherever reasonable and practicable,
allow stormwater to shed from unsealed
access roads at regular intervals.



Typical spacing of cross banks is:
 120 m for road grades less than 2%


Cross bank drainage (USA)
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60 m for road grades of 2 to 4%



30 m for road grades of 4 to 8%



15 m for road grades greater than 8%.

The occurrence of erosion on the road or
within the table drain is a strong indicator
of insufficient drainage control.
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Access track design
Out-fall drainage (R1, see over page)


Out-fall drainage is only used when road
runoff can sheet evenly off the road.



Out-fall drainage can cause erosion
problems if:
 the outer embankment is unstable, or
 an earth windrow forms along the outer
edge of the roadway.

Gravel road with out-fall drainage (USA)
In-fall drainage (R4)


In-fall drainage is generally the preferred
road drainage system, especially when:
 the outer road embankment consists of
poor or unstable soils, or
 an earth windrow is likely to form along
the outer edge of the road, e.g. during
ongoing road grading operations

Dirt road with in-fall drainage (NSW)
Effects of long-term road grading (R5)


Over time, traffic will crush the upper soil
layer of a dirt track generating significant
quantities of fine silt and clay.



Winds and traffic can remove this fine soil
matter from the road as ‘dust’.



Over an extended period of time the road
can lose a significant volume of soil, and
maintenance grading can cause the road
to slowly ‘sink’ into the landscape.



Eventually grading beyond the dirt track
must occur in order to return favourable
land contours to the area.

Recessed ‘drainage’ road (SA)

Management of windrows


If track grading results in the formation of
a ‘windrow’, then cut openings in the
windrow at intervals of 20–30 m (or as
directed) to allow water to exit the track.



Windrows that cross drainage lines should
be removed.

Earth windrow formed on a track (NSW)
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Access track cross drainage
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Releasing water from cross drainage systems
Cross drainage


Text books, field guides and design
manuals can be used to predict the
spacing of cross drainage systems on
unsealed roadways, but in the real world
there is a simple rule:
 If gully erosion is occurring within the
road’s drainage system (table drain),
then either:
(i)

a new cross drain is required, or

(ii)

the exposed subsoil is dispersive and
requires stabilisation.

Whoa-boy on an access track (NSW)
Drop structure outfalls


If the roadway is cut with an in-fall gradient
(profile ‘R4’ over page), then it is likely that
discharge from the cross drain will be
required to spill down an embankment.



Various systems can be used to both:
 stabilise the outfall, and
 spread the discharging stormwater over
as wide an area as possible (in order to
reduce downstream erosion).

Stormwater release point (NSW)
Stacked rock outfalls


Rock chute and stacked rock drop
structures are often used to stabilise cross
drainage discharge points.

Stormwater release point (NSW)
Recessed log level spreaders


Buried logs can be used to:
 stabilise the edge of a road or track
 help spread flows over a wide area (i.e.
as a ‘level spreader’).



However, the placement of logs along the
edge of a roadway can cause a number of
complications, and can interfere with road
maintenance.



Once again, common sense should
govern the use of such drainage tools.

Recessed log level spreader (Qld)
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Possible access track (road) drainage profiles

Road profile: ‘R1’ – Out-fall drainage




Typically the drainage capacity is slightly
greater than a crowned road profile.



It is important to ensure the track’s cross
fall allows suitable operation of farm
equipment.



Erosion problems can exist along the upslope side of the track if furrows discharge
down erodible soils.

Erosion problems can exist along the upslope side of the track if furrows discharge
down erodible soils.

Road profile: ‘R5’ – Recessed channel


Drainage capacity depends on how
recessed the track is relative to the downslope furrows.

Drainage capacity can be small.

Road profile: ‘R4’ – In-fall drainage




Drainage capacity can be small.

Road profile: ‘R3’ – Centre channel


It is important to ensure the track’s cross
fall allows suitable operation of farm
equipment.

Typically this track profile provides the
least drainage capacity.

Road profile: ‘R2’ – Crowned road




Typically this track profile provides the
greatest drainage capacity.
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Selection of preferred track profile for various field drainage conditions



Notes on above drainage layout






The above drainage layout is highly
susceptible to erosion damage during
major storm events.

 R5, Recessed channel

This layout will feed significant quantities
of stormwater runoff to the access track
from the up-slope field, but can also drain
excess stormwater runoff through the
down-slope field.

 R4, In-fall drainage
 R3, Central drainage.


Refer to the previous page for a
description of road (track) profiles: R1, R2,
R3, R4 & R5.



The best road profiles (in order of
hydraulic capacity) for such field
conditions are:

Erosion within the down-slope field is
highly likely during major storms.

Notes on above drainage layout


The above drainage layout has a medium
risk of causing erosion damage within the
down-slope field during major storm
events.



This layout avoids feeding stormwater
runoff towards the access track from the
up-slope field, but does also force excess
track runoff to drain through the downslope field.



Erosion within the down-slope field is
highly likely during major storms.
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The best road profiles (in order of
hydraulic capacity) for such field
conditions are:

 R5, Recessed channel (erosion can
occur along the up-slope edge of the
track if the embankment is not grassed)
 R4, In-fall drainage (erosion can occur
along the up-slope edge of the track if
the embankment is not grassed)
 R3, Central drainage.
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Selection of preferred road profile for various field drainage conditions



Notes on above drainage layout




The above drainage layout is the least
susceptible to causing field erosion
damage during major storm events.

The best road profiles (in order of
hydraulic capacity) for such field
conditions are:
 R5, Recessed channel
 R4, In-fall drainage

Excess track runoff is only likely to pass
through the down-slope field during severe
storms.

 R3, Central drainage
 R2, Crowned road
 R1, Out-fall drainage.



Notes on above drainage layout






The above drainage layout has a low to
medium risk of causing erosion damage
within the down-slope field during major
storm events.
This layout will feed significant quantities
of stormwater runoff to the access track
from the up-slope field, but will avoid
discharging road runoff through the downslope field.
Excess road runoff is only likely to pass
through the down-slope field during severe
storms.

The best road profiles (in order of
hydraulic capacity) for such field
conditions are:
 R5, Recessed channel (erosion can
occur along the up-slope edge of the
track if the embankment is not
grassed).
 R4, In-fall drainage (erosion can occur
along the up-slope edge of the track if
the embankment is not grassed).
 R3, Central drainage.
 R2, Crowned road (erosion can occur
along the up-slope edge of the track if
the embankment is not grassed).
 R1, Out-fall drainage.
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Dealing with excess road runoff (Case study 1)

Access road receiving stormwater runoff from fields on both sides



Erosion within this access track can be
treated by:
 changing the track profile;
 lining the drainage system with grass,
mats or rock;



Excess stormwater runoff can be diverted
of tracks in a variety of ways.



The above is just one example where
runoff is directed into a grass-lined side
drain to help control erosion.

 diverting excess runoff off the track.
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Dealing with excess road runoff (Case study 2)

Access road receiving stormwater runoff only from the up-slope field



In the above example, excess runoff could
be diverted off the track in a manner
similar to the previous example.



Alternatively, excess runoff can be
diverted through the down-slope field as
shown above.
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Three metre wide fire trail

Fire trail standard drawing and dish crossing of cross drain (sag)
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Four metre wide fire trail

Fire trail (4 m width) standard drawing and dish crossing of cross drain (sag)
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15. Glossary of terms
Accretion

The deposition of sediment deposits on a land surface.

Alluvial

Soils formed through previous deposition of sediments. These may
have been formed by ancient or recent flood events.

Alluvial gully erosion

Gully erosion that occurs within the alluvial soils of active river
floodplains and terraces (ancient floodplains).

Average recurrence
interval (ARI)

The long-term average period in years between the occurrence of
an event (relating to either storm events, or flood events) of a
specified magnitude, or greater. It does not mean that such storms
or floods will occur every X (ARI) years!

Back-push bank

A drainage bank constructed by pushing soil uphill rather than
pushing to soil down the slope.

Badlands erosion

A severely eroded gullied landscape where surface soil has been
stripped away; mostly devoid of vegetation.

Bank toe

The junction of the bank with the bed of the channel. The bank toe
is usually marked by a break in slope but often the transition from
bank to bed is gradual, making the toe is difficult to define.

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

Boulder

A rock fragment whose diameter is greater than 250 mm.

Breakaways

A system of advancing gullies on a floodplain, and which can
coalesce to form a continuous eroding front.

Broad-crested weir

A weir where the crest has significant depth (in the direction of flow)
as compared to a sharp-crested (thin plate) weir.

Brushwood

Locally obtained woody debris, including any attached leaves.

Builders’ plastic

Durable poly construction plastic film used on building sites, or in
areas where strong cover or under-lay is required.

Bund

An earthen structure used to restrain or divert stormwater runoff;
used in agriculture to collect surface runoff, increase water
infiltration, or prevent soil erosion.

Catchment

That area of land from which stormwater runoff contributes to
stream flow at the most downstream point of the catchment.

Channel

Incision created through water erosion in the landscape.

Check dam

Small, regularly spaced, flow control structures that reduce the
velocity of water in newly formed drains, and/or to act as a minor
sediment trap.

Chute

Technically the inclined section between the inlet and outlet of a
flume; however, the term is often used instead of the term ‘flume’.

Clay

A fine-grained natural rock or soil material that combines one or
more clay minerals with traces of metal oxides and organic matter.

Coir

Coconut fibre.

Colluvial soil

Unconsolidated soil and rock material moved largely by gravity and
deposited on lower slopes, and/or at the base of a slope.

Compost blanket

A 3–5 cm thick layer of loose compost made from biodegradable
organic material and applied directly to the soil surface to reduce
runoff, control erosion, and establish vegetation. Seed can be
included either prior to, or during application.

Cross drains

Shallow soil structures or pipes designed to divert water, or a drain
used to carry water across a roadway.
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Cut-off wall

A watertight barrier for preventing seepage or movement of water
under or past a structure; made as a masonry structure or a core of
impervious material that will reduce percolation of water.

Dispersive soil

A structurally unstable soil with a high percentage of clay, and
which readily breaks down into constituent particles of clay, silt and
sand when wet.

Diversion bank

Low soil structures designed to divert overland flows.

Drop structure

A vertical structure used to convey runoff from a higher level to a
lower level.

Duplex soils

Soils with a marked difference in texture between two or more
bands within the profile.

Energy dissipater

An engineered hydraulic structure used to absorb the kinetic
energy developed in flowing water.

Erosion control mat or
blanket

A mat woven from synthetic material (polypropylene), or natural
fibres such as straw, jute, or coconut; used to increase soil
stabilisation, and assist site revegetation.

Filter fabric (cloth)

Geosynthetic non-woven fabric used to separate layers of granular
material that would otherwise mix.

Flume

A drainage structure incorporating an inlet, chute and outlet
chamber. Chutes and open channel drop structures can be
considered a type of flume.

Fluting

A series of vertically elongated grooves (flutes) down gully sides
caused by rill erosion. Most commonly experienced in dispersive
soils.

Gabion

A basket filled with rock, or similar material, usually rectangular in
profile, used in the construction of retaining walls and erosioncontrol structures.

Geo log

A manufactured ‘log’ used in erosion control and site revegetation,
usually formed from coir or jute, and with a diameter of around 300
mm. Also known a ‘coir logs’ or ‘jute logs’.

Geotextile

Permeable fabric used on earthen construction projects to reinforce
and protect the soil surface; or to separate different layers of soil;
typically made from polypropylene or polyester in three basic forms:
woven (resembling mail bag sacking), needle punched (resembling
felt), or heat bonded (resembling ironed felt).

Grade control structure

Any structure used to adjust the gradient of the gully floor - includes
all drop structures and chutes installed on the gully floor.

Ground cover

Vegetation that generally covers an area of ground providing
protection from raindrop impact (among other things).

Gully

A drainage channel incised or cut into the land surface, often with
defined outer edges, and a depth of >300 mm, or into the bed of a
natural watercourse to a total size exceeding several times the prior
depth and width of the watercourse.

Gully erosion

The removal of soil along the floor and walls of a gully or gullies
through rain splash, tunnelling, undermining, fluting,
dispersion/slaking, mass failure, rilling, sheet-wash, by surface
water runoff and/or soil saturation.

Gully head

The leading point of a gully system from which a gully continues to
develop.

Gypsum

A natural crystalline hydrated form of calcium sulphate,
(CaSO42H2O); used as a soil ameliorant to improve soil structure;
improves water infiltration, seed germination and root growth.
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Head-cut erosion

A condition of soil erosion represented by a sudden change in the
bed elevation within a gully forming an obvious downward step (in
the direction of flow). A head-cut often forms the upper limits of
gully erosion, but may also appear on the gully floor.

Hillslope gully

Hillslope gully erosion is a linear or branching feature along a
former overland flow path or drainage line.

Hydraulic head (H)

The energy of a unit weight of a liquid, expressed as the vertical
height through which it would fall to release the contained energy;
the sum of three components: the elevation head, the pressure
head and the velocity head.

Hydraulic jump, (or
‘standing wave’)

An abrupt rise occurring in a liquid when a high velocity flow
discharges into a zone of lower velocity; accompanied by violent
turbulence; may be defined in terms of the sudden change from
supercritical flow to subcritical flow.

Infiltration

The downward movement of water into a soil, governed largely by
the structural condition of the soil, the antecedent moisture content
of the soil, and the nature of the soil surface including presence of
vegetation.

Jute

A plant-based fibre used to make burlap, hessian and gunny cloth.

Jute bagging

A method of revegetation that involves the use of small
biodegradable bags formed (sewn) from jute blanket.

Knick point

An alternative to 'nick point', which is considered more appropriate
for non-US publications.

Lateral bank erosion

Erosion in which the removal of material extends (in a concentrated
form) horizontally into the bank, ultimately forming a new gully arm
or tributary.

Level spreader

Finely contoured end-of-drain profile designed to allow
concentrated flow to be released as even sheet flow over a
nominated width of stable vegetated (grassed) land.

Lime

Calcium oxide soil conditioner for acid soils.

Major storm

A storm with a return period greater than 1 in 10 years (i.e. severe
infrequent storms). This definition may vary from region to region.

Manning's equation

A formula used to predict the velocity of uniform water flow in an
open channel or conduit.

Minor storm

A storm with a return period less than 1 in 10 years (i.e. regular
storm events).

Nappe

A sheet (or curtain) of free-falling water flowing from a structure
such as a weir; also used to describe the path of the falling water.

Nick point

The leading or upstream edge of head-cut erosion, specifically
referring to the initial growth of a gully.

North-bank problem

The erosive effects of the extra shading that occurs on northern
creek banks (in the Southern hemisphere).

Pervious weir, (or leaky
weir)

A weir constructed from a permeable material designed to let the
runoff pass through, but trap sediment to provide a seedbed for
establishing a stabilising cover on a gully floor/bed; consist of
brush, logs, wire netting with straw, or similar material.

Rational Method

A formula for estimating peak discharge of runoff from a given
catchment area.

Reach

A segment of stream length that is arbitrarily bounded for purposes
of study.
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Rock mattress
(Reno mattress)

A thin flexible cage (less than 500 mm thick), made of woven wire
mesh to contain loose rock or stone, and divided into cells to
prevent the rock from moving under a runoff flow; filled with rock at
a project site to form flexible, permeable, structures to promote
growth of natural vegetation (i.e. a mattress-shaped gabion).

Riparian

Area of land directly associated with stream and river banks.

Ripping / deep ripping

Disturbing the soil below the normal cultivation level to improve
runoff infiltration, through the use of single/multiple tines.

Runoff

Overland flow of water from rainfall events or irrigation.

Sediment

The broken down and dispersed components of soil and rocks that
have been transported by water, wind or ice.

Sharp-crested weir

A weir that the crest is such that water flowing over the weir falls
cleanly away from the wall; a weir that causes the nappe to spring
clear of the crest, leaving the flow to be free of viscous effects.

Silt

Fine granular material of clay and sand derived from eroded soils
existing as a fine suspension in water or deposited on gully beds.

Silt trap

Structure designed to slow runoff and trap silt in gully.

Slaking soil

The process of natural collapse of a soil aggregate in water where
its mechanical strength is insufficient to withstand the swelling of
clay and the expulsion of air from pore spaces. It does not include
the effects of soil dispersion.
Slaking aggregates readily break down when immersed in water,
but do not disperse. Clouding of the water, if any, is limited to just
around individual aggregates.

Sodic soil

Soils containing high levels (in excess of 15 percent) of sodium in
their cation exchange complex.

Sodosol

Soils with strong textural contrasts between the A (top) and B
secondary) soil levels. These may be alkaline or moderately acidic.

Soil amelioration

Process of changing the structure, mineral and organic content of a
soil.

Soil-cement

A designed mixture of soil and Portland cement compacted at a
proper water content to form a blanket or structure that can resist
erosion.

Spear gates

One-way gate system for trapping/removing livestock.

Standing wave

Water in the form of a wave (i.e. an obvious rise and/or fall in the
water surface over a short distance) where the position of the wave
does not move relative to the observer. In hydraulics, standing
waves are most commonly associated with the leading edge of
hydraulic jumps, and supercritical flow within irregular channels.

Stiff grass

Any grass that grows primarily in a vertical form, and which has
sufficient strength to resist being flattened by sheet flows.

Stilling basin (or stilling
pond)

A structure located at the outlet of a pipe, spillway or chute to
reduce the energy (and turbulence) of the out-flowing water and
subsequently reducing the flow to non erosive velocities.

Subcritical flow

A free-surface flow condition which has a Froude number less than
one (1), a depth greater than the critical depth, and a velocity less
than the critical velocity. During subcritical flow, flow conditions at a
given location are primarily controlled by flow conditions
immediately downstream of that location.

Subsoil

The B horizon or second level of soil.
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Supercritical flow

A free-surface flow condition which has a Froude number greater
than one (1), a depth less than the critical depth, and a velocity
greater than the critical velocity. During supercritical flow, flow
conditions at a given location are primarily controlled by flow
conditions immediately upstream of that location.

Swale

A shallow, low-gradient, vegetated drainage channel designed to
convey and treat shallow, concentrated stormwater runoff.

Table drain

Part of a road formation, being a trapezoidal or parabolic-shaped
drain adjacent to the edge of a road and designed to carry runoff
water away from the road surface.

Toe of bank

That portion of a stream cross-section where the lower bank
terminates and the channel bottom or the opposite lower bank
begins.

Turbidity

A measure of the opaqueness, clarity or clearness of a liquid
usually measured by passing a beam of white or infra-red light
through a sample and measuring the amount of light scattered or
transmitted with a light sensitive cell or diode and comparing with a
colorimetric scale. It indicates how much silt, algae and other
material is suspended in the liquid.

Turbulence (flow)

A type of fluid motion characterised by its unpredictable behaviour,
strong mixing properties and eddy formation.

Undercutting

Bank erosion that causes the upper bank to cantilever over the
lower bank.

Vetiver grass

Chrysopogon zizanioides is a perennial bunchgrass of the family
Poaceae.
Vetiver typically grows to a height of 1.5 metres, but under
favourable conditions a height of 3 metres can be reached.
The stems are tall and the leaves are long, thin, and rather rigid.
The mat-like roots can reach a depth of 2 to 4 metres.
The most commonly used commercial genotypes of vetiver are
sterile, and because vetiver propagates itself by small offsets
instead of underground stolons, these genotypes are generally
considered non-invasive.

Verandah chute

Technically a drop structure made from corrugated iron, or similar
roofing material, which is cantilevered over the head of a gully;
runoff water is discharged away from the face of the gully head and
a natural stilling basin is formed in the gully bed by the falling water.

Waterway

Any natural or constructed drainage line, watercourse with welldefined bed and banks, including creeks and rivers, and any water
body including lakes, wetlands, estuaries, bays and oceans.
Within this document, the term can be interchanged with
‘watercourse’.

Weir

An elevated section of a channel bed that can be used to control
the flow of water, and/or store water upstream of the weir.

Weir crest

The overflow section of a weir.

White water

A non-technical term used to describe free-surface aerated flows.

Whoa-boy

A low trafficable bank across a road, designed to intercept runoff
flowing down the road.

Windrow

Earth windrows are typically created by spillage at the edge of a
bulldozer blade during earthmoving operations, e.g. during the
construction and maintenance of trails.
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